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The Scientific Publishing House IVG calls for manuscript to peer-reviewed 

monographs/collective works 
 

We invite researchers to submit an article to the peer-reviewed scientific monographs listed 

below. 

Manuscripts should be well-grounded in research and written for practitioners.  

We are also interested in manuscripts that describe challenges and solutions to assessment is-

sues and those that will promote discourse around effective approaches to assessment in dif-

ferent contexts and for different purposes. 

 

The topic of these monographs are: 

1. Disruption and hardship from the COVID-19 pandemic 

2. What support you can get if you’re affected by coronavirus 

3. Innovative solutions for economy against any pandemic - Stop pandemic in the next 

time 

4. Coronavirus - special solutions related to the prevention, counteraction and combating 

COVID-19 

5. Sustainable development challenges for national and global economies 

6. Innovative approaches against COVID-19 

7. A history of dangerous viruses and pandemics in the world 

8. The Smart City conception – future our world 

9. Resource efficient Europe: to help decouple economic growth from the use of nature 

resources 

10. European platform against poverty: to ensure social and territorial cohesion 

 

Version of books: digital and printing 

Scientific editors: Professors from United Kingdom and Poland 

Publishers: Scientific Publishing House IVG www.wydawnictwoivg.pl and Scientific Pub-

lishing House IVG LTD www.publishinghouseivg.co.uk 

Country and town of issue: United Kingdom, London – Poland, Szczecin 

Date of issue: 2021 

Scientific points: 80 points for the monograph, 20 points for the authorship of a chapter in                       

a scientific monograph. 

The manuscript submission deadline are: 

1) 30.01.2021  

2) 15.04.2021 

 

http://www.wydawnictwoivg.pl/
mailto:biuro@wydawnictwoivg.pl
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Recommended manuscript length is 10-15 double-spaced pages, not including references. 

 

Basic parameters 

B-5 format (170x240mm), 2.5 cm margins on each side, 1.5 line spacing, Times New Roman 

11 font for text, Header font size 14, Descriptions of tables, drawings, diagrams, photos - size 

10, single line spacing. Please additionally attach the table of contents of the article, infor-

mation about the author and affiliation. Preferred system of using footnotes and attachment 

bibliography Styl Harwardzki. 

 

Submitting article: fee 180£ british pounds/per article. The fee includes: peer-reviewed article, 

typesetting, proofreading, 3 printing copies and 1 of the digital version for author. Also cover 

design of book, ISBN numbers (2 for digital and 2 printing version - Poland and United King-

dom), and 100 copies (1 title) of books to authorized libraries in the United Kingdom (50 cop-

ies) and Poland (50 copies). The monographs will be published in traditional (printed), digital 

version. 

Submit your article via the link Submit your article or by e-mail: biuro@wydawnictwoivg.pl, 

office@publishinghouseivg.co.uk 

For any other questions contact with us: office@publishinghouseivg.co.uk 
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